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Last May, when discussions about the selection of the fall play 
usually begin, we thought surely the lockdown we were living 
through wouldn't carry through to autumn. It simply wasn't 
possible. Until it was. The scripts I had previewed that would 
require planning alongside a stage manager for sets, performance 
blocking, proper lighting, sound cues, costuming, and every other 
tradition of the stage were set aside in favor of a new artform, the 
virtual play. The lockdown presented the ultimate opportunity for a 
"yes and" moment of improvisation where an actor accepts what is 
going on around them and adapts to the new circumstances quickly. 
 
One thing artists know how to do well is to create something of 
value out of thin air. Laurie Allen, the playwright of "Quaran-TEENS" 
is one of these artists. While it's not possible to relay every student's 
experience from this unique time, Laurie Allen finds a way to bring 15 
of them to life. 
 
At the heart of each of the performances in this piece is the 
enthusiastic spirit of born storytellers. I cannot overstate the 
commitment of the student-artists involved in this production. From 
the auditions over ZOOM to the virtual rehearsals alongside their 
creative partners well into the evening hours, they were open to a 
new way of spinning tales and inviting the audience into their very 
living spaces while doing so. 
 
Our director of photography/editor, Matty Hafener, keeps the 
production linked to the central idea that each part of the whole 
makes the core stronger. And that while circumstance may be 
keeping us at a distance, art and the commitment to the celebration 
of human experiences in all their forms, links us utterly. 
 
It has been an honor to work with our students on what we expect 
to be a once-in-a-lifetime event. Congratulations and many thanks to 
all of the performers and stage consultants! 
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CAST 
 

Introduction ................................................ Madison Villard 

Sophie ......................................................Emma Malia Brown 
Josh .................................................................... Daniel Buswell 
Jordan ................................................................... Riley Bishop 
Layla ..................................................................... Jacqui Parker 
Ryan ............................................................... Shane Harriman 
Casey ..................................................................... Lila Weirich 
Isabel ............................................................ Madelyn Weston 
Bailey ............................................................ Hannah McCann 

Intermission ........................................................ Luna Ulrich 

Madison .................................................................. Ada Vancil 
Essence ............................................................ Maizy Weirich 
Phoenix .................................................................. Liam Ravan 
Peyton ................................................................... Olivia Davis 
River ............................................................. Sophia Steadman 
Allison .................................................................... Lucia Volin 
Morgan ....................................................................... Lena Biju 

Closing ........................................................ Ethan Humphrey 

PRODUCTION CREW 
 

Producer ........................................................... Melissa Burns 

Director ............................................................. Sheila Bennett 

Film Editors .............................................. Matthew Hafener 
Eric Zelz 

Director of Photography ...................... Matthew Hafener 

Stage Consultants ........................................... Emily Adams 
 Audra Brooks 
 Lizzy Burgess 
 Aristo Fung 
 Antionette Logan 
 Olivia Messer 

THANK YOU 
 

Special thanks to Melissa Burns and Mona Hillery for 
all of their behind-the-scenes efforts and to all of our 
student performers and crew for their innovation and 
commitment to this unique project. 
 
Thank you to Chloe Hart for her willingness to allow us 
to use footage of her ducks. 
 
Thank you to Angela Kearns, Jessica Wentworth, and 
Sam Mahar for the use of their graduation caps and 
garment bag.  
 
Thank you to Emily Adams for sharing her time and 
makeup expertise with the cast.  


